
Spouse, relative, friend or guardian completes Petition (AOC- 700A) and schedules two evaluator appointments with 
QHPs, at least one of which must be a medical doctor. (KRS 222.432 & 222.433)

Petitioner brings completed AOC 700A Petition to Clerk’s Office.  Petitioner provides Clerk with the physical address 
of the respondent; the names, appointment times and contact information for the evaluators; and the petitioner’s 

personal contact information (KRS 222.432)

CASEY’S LAW  INVOLUNTARY TREATMENT FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE (KRS 222.430-222.437)  

Clerk Contacts Judge and Takes/Faxes/Emails Petition along with AOC 701A and evaluators appointment information 
to Judge;  Clerk advises Petitioner they may need to appear before the Judge to testify to aid Judge in making the 

probable cause determination.

Judge  Reviews  Petition and Examines Petitioner Under Oath to determine whether Probable Cause exists;  if so 
Judge completes AOC 701A setting hearing within 14 days, appointing counsel for Respondent  and ordering QHP 

evaluations; Judge returns the same to the Clerk (KRS 222.433) 

Clerk completes the AOC-702A Summons and gives it to Petitioner along with two blank AOC-703A Certification of QHPs; Clerk notifies
the nearest relative of the respondent of the hearing date, the allegations and the contents of the petition (KRS 222.433)
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